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Suggestions for Using this as a Lesson Plan

There are two parts to this lesson. A real life story. And, four activity handouts.

The short story can be copied and distributed to your class. This factual recount 
encourages conscious reflection in many areas. Some suggestions include:

• Responsible Stewardship of nature’s inhabitants

• Choices and Consequences in emergency-or in any situation

• Situation-Task-Action-Results for step actions towards resolutions

• Critical Thinking for assessment and judgment calls

• Awareness towards growth mindset development

• Reverence for ALL Life forms

The objectives for the printable handouts are:

• Researching facts to write and report on any assigned topic

• Develop Writing Skills for essay composition 

• Explore & Share ideas and thoughts through group discussions

• Promote Awareness through creating media presentations

Examine your group needs and your lesson objectives, then adapt these ideas to 
accommodate your class needs. 

Thank you and enjoy!
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Miracle of the Great Grey Owl
By Patty Ann

Out of the treeline it flew. Into our 60 mph path. Wanda reacted. Slammed on 
her brakes. A great mass of feathers skimmed her truck’s front grill. Then 
elevated to smear our windshield with it’s head smacking its beak on the 
glass. Surreal, time stood still. Both of us were aghast knowing we had 
collided with a beautifully massive Great Grey Owl. Wanda shrieked the 
horror for the both of us. It was unimaginable. Just as it hit, its fan of feathers
slipped, as if wind swept, sharply from the glass. And splayed out on the road
behind us. All I could muster was, “Stop the truck” which my friend was 
already doing. Thank the good Lord no one had been behind us—or within 
sight. I jumped out. And ran. We were on a remote mountain highway, after 
kayaking all day at a hidden lake. I could not handle the thought of this raptor
perishing under the wheels of the next vehicle.
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The owl’s enormous wings were splayed wide across the opposite lane. Its 
body stunned quiet. Its claws coiled into balls. I had to get it off this road. I 
had never touched an owl before . . . just admired them from afar. Its feathers 
were a twisted heap. It was alive. Barely. I didn’t know for how long. His 
eyes were catatonic. The beak open. The tongue hanging out.

Carefully, I took each wing back to its body. Did a quick scan. Picked it up as
a mother holding her fragile infant, also cradling its head. My arms swooned 
around to protect it. To ward off any pain. And brought it into the womb of 
my chest. Wanda caught up after parking her truck safely. She said to watch 
the talons as they could be very dangerous. I acknowledged, but gave it no 
other thought.

The raptor lay quiet. A full armload. Snugly, I secured it close. Sending it 
heartfelt energy to recover, even though I had little hope. For as substantial as
it appeared, its weight was less than 5 lbs. This being was feather rich in a 
light body. It would take a miracle to bring it back into this world.

I told Wanda I was taking the owl into the woods from where it came. So we 
trekked inland about 200 feet. I relaxed down to sit on a log and gently 
swayed the ailing owl back and forth. I could not let it die without love. His 
body gave him no choice, but to submit. After awhile he pulled his tongue 
back inside his mouth and closed his beak. His eyes still dilated now stared.

We had no words. We both sent it healing, loving energy. And waited. I 
continued to lullaby rock nature’s finest in silence as if it might soothe. 
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He began to move its head. His feet stirred. One eye pupil contracted; the 
other not so much. A rim of red circled that eye. There was blood on one of 
his talons. The true extent of his injuries were still unknown.

A half hour then more crept by. Wanda retrieved a cardboard box from her 
truck. We decided it best to place him in it to see if he would recover himself.
He eventually stood. And peered over the side of the box. Another half hour 
slipped by. He was panting as if hyperventilating. Yet he turned his head 
around cautiously both sides, with eyes open, and more alert. He focused on 
me standing back. Several times intently. We looked deep into each other’s 
eyes and found a soulful resonance: of respect, and of appreciation.

We talked of calling the wildlife sanctuary several hours away for advice. But
there was no reception. Discussed taking him in if need be, which felt futile-
and too stressful to put upon him.
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The Great Grey Owl

Research & Report!

Find out more about this incredible species of owl! Research the questions below and 
report your answers in short well-written sentences. Get curious and explore! Most of all
marvel and enjoy this creation of nature!

1. What is the natural habitat of the Great Grey Owl?

2. What distinguishes the Great Grey Owl from other owl species?

3. What regions/areas does this owl live? 

4. What does the Great Grey Owl feed on?

5. What are the hunting and feeding habits of this species?

6. What are natural and/or man made threats to these owls?

7. What is the breeding season, mating rituals, and habitat for Great Grey Owls 
nesting their young?

8. What are the symbolic, spiritual or Native American meanings for an appearance 
the Great Grey Owl?

9. How do Great Grey Owls communicate to their mates or others?

10. Name behaviors and/or habits unique to the Great Grey Owl.

11. Does the Great Grey Owl have any special characteristic that resonates with- or 
stands out to you? Describe it!
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Stewardship of Nature

Write an Essay!

Write at least a 500 word essay that includes the following points. Write with clarity, 
definition and accuracy on this subject. Support your ideas with your own thoughts and 
opinions, and/or researched statistics. You may use examples from this reading, your 
first hand experience, or substantiated facts.

Be sure to write succinct sentences and paragraphs. Proofread for proper grammar and 
punctuation, and make final edits before submitting.

• Define   what Stewardship of Nature means to you.

• Discuss responsibilities   you, as an individual, have towards preserving natural 
environments—and their inhabitants.

• Assess and describe   wildlife habitats. Explain the general needs for wildlife to 
ensure their future survival.

• List three action ideas   for how you and/or others can promote awareness for the 
needs of animals found in nature.

• Provide at least 3 examples   for being an environmental steward; meaning how 
you can minimize your impact on wildlife lands.

• Include any other thoughts and ideas you may have on this subject.
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Awareness & Call to Action

Create a Promo Piece!

How can media venues be used to create ACTION?

You will create a promotional piece that calls for a specific action. The goal is for 
preserving and ensuring our natural environments for the future. The one page/post 
promo will include: 

1) A short catchy phrase, and
2) A visual such as a picture, clip art, photograph 

The promo piece can be a poster for a bulletin board, a social media post, a news post 
for your local paper, or other. Your advertisement must call for awareness and encourage
responsible actions towards preserving our natural environments.

Capture audience awareness and call for action with a simple, yet noticeable ad 
campaign. Present it to your classmates, and then display- or post it where you intended!
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Thank You for Your Purchase!

Story Written & Experienced by Patty Ann
Photographed by Patty Ann
Owl Clip Art is Open Source

Leaving Your Positive Rating & Comment on this 
Product is VERY APPRECIATED!

All Sales Support

For More Products Please Visit PattyAnn.net!
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